
EUMAEUS (CHAPTER 16)

pp. 613-615 Modern Library edition (pp. 501-503 Gabler edition)

Preparatory to anything else Mr Bloom brushed off the greater bulk of the shavings and handed 
Stephen the hat and ashplant and bucked him up generally in orthodox Samaritan fashion which he 
very badly needed. His (Stephen's) mind was not exactly what you would call wandering but a bit 
unsteady and on his expressed desire for some beverage to drink Mr Bloom in view of the hour it 
was and there being no pump of Vartry water available for their ablutions let alone drinking 
purposes hit upon an expedient by suggesting, off the reel, the propriety of the cabman's shelter, as 
it was called, hardly a stonesthrow away near Butt bridge where they might hit upon some 
drinkables in the shape of a milk and soda or a mineral. But how to get there was the rub. For the 
nonce he was rather nonplussed but inasmuch as the duty plainly devolved upon him to take some 
measures on the subject he pondered suitable ways and means during which Stephen repeatedly 
yawned. So far as he could see he was rather pale in the face so that it occurred to him as highly 
advisable to get a conveyance of some description which would answer in their then condition, both 
of them being e.d.ed, particularly Stephen, always assuming that there was such a thing to be 
found. Accordingly after a few such preliminaries as brushing, in spite of his having forgotten to 
take up his rather soapsuddy handkerchief after it had done yeoman service in the shaving line, 
they both walked together along Beaver street or, more properly, lane as far as the farrier's and the 
distinctly fetid atmosphere of the livery stables at the corner of Montgomery street where they made 
tracks to the left from thence debouching into Amiens street round by the corner of Dan Bergin's. 
But as he confidently anticipated there was not a sign of a Jehu plying for hire anywhere to be seen 
except a fourwheeler, probably engaged by some fellows inside on the spree, outside the North Star 
hotel and there was no symptom of its budging a quarter of an inch when Mr Bloom, who was 
anything but a professional whistler, endeavoured to hail it by emitting a kind of a whistle, holding 
his arms arched over his head, twice.
This was a quandary but, bringing common sense to bear on it, evidently there was nothing for it 
but put a good face on the matter and foot it which they accordingly did. So, bevelling around by 
Mullett's and the Signal House which they shortly reached, they proceeded perforce in the direction 
of Amiens street railway terminus, Mr Bloom being handicapped by the circumstance that one of 
the back buttons of his trousers had, to vary the timehonoured adage, gone the way of all buttons 
though, entering thoroughly into the spirit of the thing, he heroically made light of the mischance. 
So as neither of them were particularly pressed for time, as it happened, and the temperature 
refreshing since it cleared up after the recent visitation of Jupiter Pluvius, they dandered along past 
by where the empty vehicle was waiting without a fare or a jarvey. As it so happened a Dublin 
United Tramways Company's sandstrewer happening to be returning the elder man recounted to 
his companion à propos of the incident his own truly miraculous escape of some little while back. 
They passed the main entrance of the Great Northern railway station, the starting point for Belfast, 
where of course all traffic was suspended at that late hour and passing the backdoor of the morgue 
(a not very enticing locality, not to say gruesome to a degree, more especially at night) ultimately 
gained the Dock Tavern and in due course turned into Store street, famous for its C division police 
station. Between this point and the high at present unlit warehouses of Beresford place Stephen 
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thought to think of Ibsen, associated with Baird's the stonecutter's in his mind somehow in Talbot 
place, first turning on the right, while the other who was acting as his fidus Achates inhaled with 
internal satisfaction the smell of James Rourke's city bakery, situated quite close to where they 
were, the very palatable odour indeed of our daily bread, of all commodities of the public the 
primary and most indispensable. Bread, the staff of life, earn your bread, O tell me where is fancy 
bread, at Rourke's the baker's it is said.
En route, to his taciturn and, not to put too fine a point on it, not yet perfectly sober companion, Mr 
Bloom, who at all events, was in complete possession of his faculties, never more so, in fact 
disgustingly sober, spoke a word of caution re the dangers of nighttown, women of ill fame and 
swell mobsmen, which, barely permissible once in a while, though not as a habitual practice, was 
of the nature of a regular deathtrap for young fellows of his age particularly if they had acquired 
drinking habits under the influence of liquor unless you knew a little jiujitsu for every contingency 
as even a fellow on the broad of his back could administer a nasty kick if you didn't look out. Highly 
providential was the appearance on the scene of Corny Kelleher when Stephen was blissfully 
unconscious that, but for that man in the gap turning up at the eleventh hour the finis might have 
been that he might have been a candidate for the accident ward or, failing that, the bridewell and an 
appearance in the court next day before Mr Tobias or, he being the solicitor rather, old Wall, he 
meant to say, or Mahony which simply spelt ruin for a chap when it got bruited about. The reason 
he mentioned the fact was that a lot of those policemen, whom he cordially disliked, were 
admittedly unscrupulous in the service of the Crown and, as Mr Bloom put it, recalling a case or 
two in the A division in Clanbrassil street, prepared to swear a hole through a ten gallon pot. Never 
on the spot when wanted but in quiet parts of the city, Pembroke road for example, the guardians of 
the law were well in evidence, the obvious reason being they were paid to protect the upper classes. 
Another thing he commented on was equipping soldiers with firearms or sidearms of any 
description liable to go off at any time which was tantamount to inciting them against civilians 
should by any chance they fall out over anything. You frittered away your time, he very sensibly 
maintained, and health and also character besides which, the squandermania of the thing, fast 
women of the demimonde ran away with a lot of £ s. d. into the bargain and the greatest danger of 
all was who you got drunk with though, touching the much vexed question of stimulants, he 
relished a glass of choice old wine in season as both nourishing and bloodmaking and possessing 
aperient virtues (notably a good burgundy which he was a staunch believer in) still never beyond a 
certain point where he invariably drew the line as it simply led to trouble all round to say nothing of 
your being at the tender mercy of others practically. Most of all he commented adversely on the 
desertion of Stephen by all his pubhunting confrères but one, a most glaring piece of ratting on the 
part of his brother medicos under all the circs.
— And that one was Judas, Stephen said, who up to then had said nothing whatsoever of any kind.

pp. 619-622 (506-508)

But, talking about things in general, where, added he with a smile, will you sleep yourself? Walking 
to Sandycove is out of the question. And even supposing you did you won't get in after what 
occurred at Westland Row station. Simply fag out there for nothing. I don't mean to presume to 
dictate to you in the slightest degree but why did you leave your father's house?
— To seek misfortune, was Stephen's answer.
— I met your respected father on a recent occasion, Mr Bloom diplomatically returned, today in 
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fact, or to be strictly accurate, on yesterday. Where does he live at present? I gathered in the course 
of conversation that he had moved.
— I believe he is in Dublin somewhere, Stephen answered unconcernedly. Why?
— A gifted man, Mr Bloom said of Mr Dedalus senior, in more respects than one and a born 
raconteur if ever there was one. He takes great pride, quite legitimate, out of you. You could go back 
perhaps, he hazarded, still thinking of the very unpleasant scene at Westland Row terminus when it 
was perfectly evident that the other two, Mulligan, that is, and that English tourist friend of his, 
who eventually euchred their third companion, were patently trying as if the whole bally station 
belonged to them to give Stephen the slip in the confusion, which they did.
There was no response forthcoming to the suggestion however, such as it was, Stephen's mind's 
eye being too busily engaged in repicturing his family hearth the last time he saw it with his sister 
Dilly sitting by the ingle, her hair hanging down, waiting for some weak Trinidad shell cocoa that 
was in the sootcoated kettle to be done so that she and he could drink it with the oatmealwater for 
milk after the Friday herrings they had eaten at two a penny with an egg apiece for Maggy, Boody 
and Katey, the cat meanwhile under the mangle devouring a mess of eggshells and charred fish 
heads and bones on a square of brown paper, in accordance with the third precept of the church to 
fast and abstain on the days commanded, it being quarter tense or if not, ember days or something 
like that.
— No, Mr Bloom repeated again, I wouldn't personally repose much trust in that boon companion 
of yours who contributes the humorous element, Dr Mulligan, as a guide, philosopher and friend if I 
were in your shoes. He knows which side his bread is buttered on though in all probability he never 
realised what it is to be without regular meals. Of course you didn't notice as much as I did. But it 
wouldn't occasion me the least surprise to learn that a pinch of tobacco or some narcotic was put 
in your drink for some ulterior object.
He understood, however, from all he heard, that Dr Mulligan was a versatile allround man, by no 
means confined to medicine only, who was rapidly coming to the fore in his line and, if the report 
was verified, bade fair to enjoy a flourishing practice in the not too distant future as a tony medical 
practitioner drawing a handsome fee for his services in addition to which professional status his 
rescue of that man from certain drowning by artificial respiration and what they call first aid at 
Skerries, or Malahide was it?, was, he was bound to admit, an exceedingly plucky deed which he 
could not too highly praise, so that frankly he was utterly at a loss to fathom what earthly reason 
could be at the back of it except he put it down to sheer cussedness or jealousy, pure and simple.
— Except it simply amounts to one thing and he is what they call picking your brains, he ventured 
to throw out.
The guarded glance of half solicitude half curiosity augmented by friendliness which he gave at 
Stephen's at present morose expression of features did not throw a flood of light, none at all in fact 
on the problem as to whether he had let himself be badly bamboozled to judge by two or three 
lowspirited remarks he let drop or the other way about saw through the affair and for some reason 
or other best known to himself allowed matters to more or less... Grinding poverty did have that 
effect and he more than conjectured that, high educational abilities though he possessed, he 
experienced no little difficulty in making both ends meet.
Adjacent to the men's public urinal they perceived an icecream car round which a group of 
presumably Italians in heated altercation were getting rid of voluble expressions in their vivacious 
language in a particularly animated way, there being some little differences between the parties.
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— Puttana madonna, che ci dia i quattrini! Ho ragione? Culo rotto!
— Intendiamoci. Mezzo sovrano piu...
— Dice lui, pero!
— Mezzo.
— Farabutto! Mortacci sui!
Mr Bloom and Stephen entered the cabman's shelter, an unpretentious wooden structure, where, 
prior to then, he had rarely if ever been before, the former having previously whispered to the latter 
a few hints anent the keeper of it said to be the once famous Skin-the-Goat Fitzharris, the 
invincible, though he could not vouch for the actual facts which quite possibly there was not one 
vestige of truth in. A few moments later saw our two noctambules safely seated in a discreet corner 
only to be greeted by stares from the decidedly miscellaneous collection of waifs and strays and 
other nondescript specimens of the genus homo, already there engaged in eating and drinking, 
diversified by conversation, for whom they seemingly formed an object of marked curiosity.
— Now touching a cup of coffee, Mr Bloom ventured to plausibly suggest to break the ice, it occurs 
to me you ought to sample something in the shape of solid food, say, a roll of some description.

pp. 656-658 (536-537)

— At what o'clock did you dine? he questioned of the slim form and tired though unwrinkled face.
— Some time yesterday, Stephen said.
— Yesterday! exclaimed Bloom till he remembered it was already tomorrow Friday. Ah, you mean 
it's after twelve!
— The day before yesterday, Stephen said, improving on himself.
Literally astounded at this piece of intelligence Bloom reflected. Though they didn't see eye to eye 
in everything a certain analogy there somehow was as if both their minds were travelling, so to 
speak, in the one train of thought. At his age when dabbling in politics roughly some score of years 
previously when he had been a quasi aspirant to parliamentary honours in the Buckshot Foster 
days he too recollected in retrospect (which was a source of keen satisfaction in itself) he had a 
sneaking regard for those same ultra ideas. For instance when the evicted tenants question, then at 
its first inception, bulked largely in people's mind though, it goes without saying, not contributing a 
copper or pinning his faith absolutely to its dictums, some of which wouldn't exactly hold water, he 
at the outset in principle at all events was in thorough sympathy with peasant possession as 
voicing the trend of modern opinion (a partiality, however, which, realising his mistake, he was 
subsequently partially cured of) and even was twitted with going a step farther than Michael Davitt 
in the striking views he at one time inculcated as a backtothelander, which was one reason he 
strongly resented the innuendo put upon him in so barefaced a fashion at the gathering of the clans 
in Barney Kiernan's so that he, though often considerably misunderstood and the least pugnacious 
of mortals, be it repeated, departed from his customary habit to give him (metaphorically) one in 
the gizzard though, so far as politics themselves were concerned, he was only too conscious of the 
casualties invariably resulting from propaganda and displays of mutual animosity and the misery 
and suffering it entailed as a foregone conclusion on fine young fellows, chiefly, destruction of the 
fittest, in a word.
Anyhow, upon weighing the pros and cons, getting on for one as it was, it was high time to be 
retiring for the night. The crux was it was a bit risky to bring him home as eventualities might 
possibly ensue (somebody having a temper of her own sometimes) and spoil the hash altogether as 
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on the night he misguidedly brought home a dog (breed unknown) with a lame paw (not that the 
cases were either identical or the reverse though he had hurt his hand too) to Ontario Terrace as he 
very distinctly remembered, having been there, so to speak. On the other hand it was altogether far 
and away too late for the Sandymount or Sandycove suggestion so that he was in some perplexity 
as to which of the two alternatives... Everything pointed to the fact that it behoved him to avail 
himself to the full of the opportunity, all things considered. His initial impression was that he was a 
bit standoffish or not over effusive but it grew on him someway. For one thing he mightn't what 
you call jump at the idea, if approached, and what mostly worried him was he didn't know how to 
lead up to it or word it exactly, supposing he did entertain the proposal, as it would afford him very 
great personal pleasure if he would allow him to help to put coin in his way or some wardrobe, if 
found suitable. At all events he wound up by concluding, eschewing for the nonce hidebound 
precedent, a cup of Epps's cocoa and a shakedown for the night plus the use of a rug or two and 
overcoat doubled into a pillow at least he would be in safe hands and as warm as a toast on a trivet 
he failed to perceive any very vast amount of harm in that always with the proviso no rumpus of 
any sort was kicked up.

pp. 662-665 (541-543)

— What's this I was saying? Ah, yes! My wife, he intimated, plunging in medias res, would have the 
greatest of pleasure in making your acquaintance as she is passionately attached to music of any 
kind.
He looked sideways in a friendly fashion at the sideface of Stephen, image of his mother, which 
was not quite the same as the usual blackguard type they unquestionably had an indubitable 
hankering after as he was perhaps not that way built.
Still, supposing he had his father's gift as he more than suspected, it opened up new vistas in his 
mind such as Lady Fingall's Irish industries, concert on the preceding Monday, and aristocracy in 
general.
Exquisite variations he was now describing on an air Youth here has End by Jans Pieter Sweelinck, a 
Dutchman of Amsterdam where the frows come from. Even more he liked an old German song of 
Johannes Jeep about the clear sea and the voices of sirens, sweet murderers of men, which boggled 
Bloom a bit:
Von der Sirenen Listigkeit 
Tun die Poeten dichten.
These opening bars he sang and translated extempore. Bloom, nodding, said he perfectly understood 
and begged him to go on by all means which he did.
A phenomenally beautiful tenor voice like that, the rarest of boons, which Bloom appreciated at the 
very first note he got out, could easily, if properly handled by some recognised authority on voice 
production such as Barraclough and being able to read music into the bargain, command its own 
price where baritones were ten a penny and procure for its fortunate possessor in the near future 
an entrée into fashionable houses in the best residential quarters of financial magnates in a large 
way of business and titled people where with his university degree of B. A. (a huge ad in its way) 
and gentlemanly bearing to all the more influence the good impression he would infallibly score a 
distinct success, being blessed with brains which also could be utilised for the purpose and other 
requisites, if his clothes were properly attended to so as to the better worm his way into their good 
graces as he, a youthful tyro in society's sartorial niceties, hardly understood how a little thing like 
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that could militate against you. It was in fact only a matter of months and he could easily foresee 
him participating in their musical and artistic conversaziones during the festivities of the Christmas 
season, for choice, causing a slight flutter in the dovecotes of the fair sex and being made a lot of 
by ladies out for sensation, cases of which, as he happened to know, were on record, in fact, 
without giving the show away, he himself once upon a time, if he cared to, could easily have... 
Added to which of course would be the pecuniary emolument by no means to be sneezed at, going 
hand in hand with his tuition fees. Not, he parenthesised, that for the sake of filthy lucre he need 
necessarily embrace the lyric platform as a walk in life for any lengthy space of time. But a step in 
the required direction it was beyond yea or nay and both monetarily and mentally it contained no 
reflection on his dignity in the smallest and it often turned in uncommonly handy to be handed a 
cheque at a muchneeded moment when every little helped. Besides, though taste latterly had 
deteriorated to a degree, original music like that, different from the conventional rut, would rapidly 
have a great vogue as it would be a decided novelty for Dublin's musical world after the usual 
hackneyed run of catchy tenor solos foisted on a confiding public by Ivan St Austell and Hilton St 
Just and their genus omne. Yes, beyond a shadow of a doubt he could with all the cards in his hand 
and he had a capital opening to make a name for himself and win a high place in the city's esteem 
where he could command a stiff figure and, booking ahead, give a grand concert for the patrons of 
the King street house, given a backerup, if one were forthcoming to kick him upstairs, so to 
speak — a big if —  however, with some impetus of the goahead sort to obviate the inevitable 
procrastination which often tripped-up a too much fêted prince of good fellows. And it need not 
detract from the other by one iota as, being his own master, he would have heaps of time to 
practise literature in his spare moments when desirous of so doing without its clashing with his 
vocal career or containing anything derogatory whatsoever as it was a matter for himself alone. In 
fact, he had the ball at his feet and that was the very reason why the other, possessed of a 
remarkably sharp nose for smelling a rat of any sort, hung on to him at all.
The horse was just then... and later on, at a propitious opportunity he purposed (Bloom did), 
without anyway prying into his private affairs on the fools step in where angels principle, advising 
him to sever his connection with a certain budding practitioner who, he noticed, was prone to 
disparage, and even, to a slight extent, with some hilarious pretext, when not present, deprecate 
him, or whatever you like to call it, which, in Bloom's humble opinion, threw a nasty sidelight on 
that side of a person's character — no pun intended.
The horse having reached the end of his tether, so to speak, halted and, rearing high a proud 
feathering tail, added his quota by letting fall on the floor, which the brush would soon brush up 
and polish, three smoking globes of turds. Slowly three times, one after another, from a full 
crupper, he mired. And humanely his driver waited till he (or she) had ended, patient in his scythed 
car.
Side by side Bloom, profiting by the contretemps, with Stephen passed through the gap of the chains, 
divided by the upright, and, stepping over a strand of mire, went across towards Gardiner street 
lower, Stephen singing more boldly, but not loudly, the end of the ballad.
Und alle Schiffe brücken.
The driver never said a word, good, bad or indifferent, but merely watched the two figures, as he 
sat on his lowbacked car, both black, one full, one lean, walk towards the railway bridge, to be 
married by Father Maher. As they walked they at times stopped and walked again continuing their 
tête-à-tête (which, of course, he was utterly out of) about sirens enemies of man's reason, mingled 
with a number of other topics of the same category, usurpers, historical cases of the kind while the 
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man in the sweeper car or you might as well call it in the sleeper car who in any case couldn't 
possibly hear because they were too far simply sat in his seat near the end of lower Gardiner street 
and looked after their lowbacked car.
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